
Beacon Hill is 
knit in the round, 

with sleeves 
worked from

the top down. 
But you can 
still get help

from CustomFit!

BEACON HILL
MASHUP WORKSHEET



WHAT’S A MASH-UP?
CustomFit can’t do everything! Some of my designs, like  
Beacon Hill, can’t be built directly into CustomFit. 

Mash-up worksheets help you use CustomFit to get as close as 
possible to a custom version of a sweater that’s not built directly 
into the site. They work like this: 

1. Make sure you have a CustomFit measurement set, and 
swatch as described here to get your custom gauge. 

2. Generate a CustomFit pattern via the “Build Your Own” 
pattern wizard, using the choices listed; this costs $9.99. 

3. While you follow your CustomFit pattern, also follow any 
special instructions for the piece you’re knitting, at the 
same time. This means you’re following 2 files as you knit! 

SHOWN IN
Woolen Rabbit Lark, 

in “Simply Plum”

SWATCHING
please swatch in St st

use a fingering weight yarn
with drapey fibers

NOTIONS

needles one size larger
than main needle size

BEACON HILL BY AMY HERZOG



OVERVIEW
Beacon Hill is a fairly simple boat-neck pullover 
with split hems and a ballooned sleeve that’s 
worked from the top down. While CustomFit can’t 
produce instructions for this sweater directly, you 
can use CustomFit (and these instructions) to get 
pretty close. 

You’ll (optionally) work the sweater in the round 
to the armholes; you’ll definitely be picking up and 
working the sleeves top down. You’ll also need to 
calculate the shaping for the sleeves yourself, with 
the instructions provided here.  

BUILD YOUR OWN CHOICES
Once you’ve swatched and entered your  
measurements into CustomFit, create your  
starting pattern by going to the “Build Your Own 
Pattern” wizard at 

https://customfit.makewearlove.com/design/custom/ 

Please use these choices: 

• silhouette: hourglass

• construction: sleeved pullover

Neckline: 

• shape:  boat

• width: wide

• depth: 2.5’’ (6.5 cm) below shoulder

• edge height: 1’’ (2.5 cm)

• edge stitch: “other”

Sleeves: 

• length: long

• shape: straight

• edge height: 2’’ (5 cm)

• edge stitch: “other”

Hem: 

• length: average

• edge height: 1’’ (2.5 cm)

• edge stitch: “other”

 

STITCHES
Woven Herringbone Stitch (mult. 3 sts plus 1)
Row 1 (RS): K1, *yo, sl 1, k2, pass sl st over 2 k sts; 
rep from *.
Row 2 (WS): P1, *yo, sl 1, p2, pass sl st over 2 p sts; 
rep from *.

BEFORE BEGINNING
Download the “expanded PDF” for your  
CustomFit pattern, rather than the standard PDF. 
The expanded version of your pattern includes 
mostly-seamless instructions you’ll need for the 
sleeves. 

BODY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
CO hems using larger needles and work in Woven 
Herringbone stitch for 1’’ (2.5 cm). Then, switch to 
your main needles. Switch all stitches but around 
1’’ (2.5 cm) on each side to Stockinette; continue to 
work sides in Woven Herringbone stitch for anoth-
er 1’’ (2.5 cm). 

If working your sweater in pieces: Switch all  
stitches to Stockinette stitch and complete the 
front and back of your sweater as described in 
your CustomFit pattern. 

If working your sweater in one piece to the  
armholes: Switch all stitches to Stockinette stitch 
and join for working in the round; complete as de-
scribed in your mostly-seamless instructions. The 
flat sections form the split hem as shown. 

SEAM BEFORE WOKRING SLEEVES
After completing the body piece(s), seam the 
shoulders using mattress stitch. If necessary, 
seam the sides as well, leaving the Woven  
Herringbone trims unseamed as shown to form 
notches. Either way, you should now essentially 
have a vest with un-trimmed armhole and neck 
edgings. 
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SLEEVES SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Begin your sleeves top-down as specified in the 
“mostly seamless” section of your CustomFit  
pattern. 

Work your sleeves even in Stockinette Stitch until 
they measure your full sleeve length as specified. 
Then, calculate the number of stitches you need in 
your sleeve cuff: 
 
Add 1’’/2.5 cm to your body’s wrist measurement. 
Multiply that number by your stitch gauge,  
rounding up to the nearest multiple of 3, plus one. 
This is the number of stitches you need in the wrist 
of your sweater. 

(Example: If your stitch gauge is 7 stitches per inch 
and your wrist is 6’’, you’ll need 49 stitches.)

Subtract your target number of stitches from your 
current stitch count. This is the number of stitches 
you need to remove. Divide by 8, rounding down 
and noting the remainder. Call these numbers A 
and B for clarity.

(Example: If my current stitch count is 91 and my 
target is 49, I need to remove 42 stitches. 42  
divided by 8 is 5, with a remainder of 2.) 

Next 16 rounds: Decrease A stitches evenly 
around using k2tog 8 times, working 1 round even 
in between each decrease round. 

Next round: Decrease B sts evenly around round 
using k2tog. Work 1 round even. 

(Example: I would decrease 5 stitches evenly 
around using k2tog 8 times, then my final  
decrease round would remove 2 stitches.)

Switch to larger needles again, and work flat in 
Woven Herringbone Stitch until cuff measures 
2’’/5cm. BO all sts and sew cuff together using 
mattress stitch. 

FINISHING SPECIAL  
INSTRUCTIONS
Work your neck trim in Woven Herringbone stitch. 
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ABOUT AMY
Amy Herzog loves helping knitters create gar-
ments they love to wear. 

She is the author of Knit to Flatter, Knit Wear 
Love, and You Can Knit That (STC Craft), and is 
the creator of the CustomFit custom sweater 
pattern generator and the Knitter’s Toolbox app 
of handy knitting calculators. 

She teaches across the country and on Craft-
sy.com, and has appeared on American Public 
Television’s “Knit and Crochet Now”. Her designs 
have been published in Rowan, Interweave Knits, 
Knitscene, Twist Collective, and more. 

Learn more at www.amyherzogdesigns.com.


